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Finley

"endow[ed] ancient beliefs with a Christian tone" ( 161 ). This convergence worked in both ways, however, since monks also worked to
Christianize Amerindian songs and dances. This mestizo art reflects a
mestizo culture preoccupied with adapting to the new rule established
by their conquerors while trying to rebuild their crumbling univer e; the
flip side is that the conquerors were using Amerindian ideology and traditions as the means to Westernize them. As contradictory as this is,
however, Gruzinski's analys is of mestizo art, as well as his connections
to modern-day concerns about globalization, illuminates several interesting directions for further research. II is interdisciplinary approach,
which includes hi story, philosophy, anthropology, and visua l ana lysis or
art and film , is indicati ve of the complexity of the mestizo mind itself, a
reality which allows us "the privilege of belonging to several worlds
within a single lifetime" (208).

Globalization in 25 Words or Less

The process now has a label Globalization but globa l social, political
and economic processes are by no means a new phenomenon.
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A phenomenon of increasing pace of interactions of globalized networks relative to the national level accelerated by a time-space compression from 'communication globalization'.
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Book Review
David Harvey, The New Imperialism. New York:
0 ><ford UP, 2003.
Post-this or post-that, at the advent of the millennium or after 9/ 11 , the stories go the world has
become fundamentally transformed. But from
New York' ground zero to George W. Bush's
zero hour for Iraq, everything points to a sclerotic
paralysis at the Year Zero, the site of the annunciation of change . In pile of various declarations
of policy change, con titutional change or
regime change, much of what has unfolded over
the pa t few year ha appeared at best to be a
return to the same. Or worse, a renewal of both
internal and external articulations of the coercive
apparatu e of State power under the guises of
the .. Patriot Act" and "Homeland Security." Likewi e, academics have recently been besotted with
proclamation of the socio-economic newness of
the world, from l lardt and Negri 's (Empire) claim
that Empire ha replaced imperia lism to a slew of
contemporary neo-liberali t text proclaiming the
mutable acce ibility of the world under technoeconomic development of globalization. The
Ne w Imperialism take the e claims to task by
reexamining the patio-economic relation of
capita li t accumulation that have produced the
current elf-de tructivc climate of imperia lism
and explo itation.
In spite hi title, l larvcy i reluctant to
divorce the present condi tion of new imperialism
from the development of capi tali min the U.S.
over the cour e of the la t century. Rather, as he
has done elsewhere ( cc I Jar cy, Condition) , he
opt to plot a cour c of cri c and ub cquent
adj u tment occurri ng within the global develop151
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ment of capitalism. Thus, while his concept of imperialism is centered
primarily upon the U.S., it is only within the context of global exchange
and accumulation that imperialism generates its velocity. l rarvey
explains that, following the crises of overaccumulation that hit the capitalist world in 1973-75, there is a strong turn toward neo-libera lism
within advanced capitalist societies attempting to reproduce "primitive"
appropriation on a global scale. Accompanied by an intensified race for
privatization and an increasingly abstract financiali1ation of capital,
primitive accumulation looks consi tently outside of advanced capitalism for sites in which to alleviate overaccumulation and produce new
debtors. Given its permanence as a capitalist practice, primitive accumulation becomes "accumulation by dispossession," a strategic technique producing:

Put another way, the financial ization of capital constantly seeks out new
sites, negotiated through State apparatuses, that it can detcrritoriali zc as
sites for the consumption of surpluses. Under this predatory process,
debt proliferates, frequently followed by "forced devaluation" of labor
and properties in poorer countries unable to maintain themselves under
the weight of their own debt. Devalued properties can then be captured
on the cheap by global organizations such as World Bank in order to
amplify the wave of imperialist privatization. J lowcvcr, strategics of
accumu lation by dispossession draw competing imperialisms (e.g.,
China and the U.S.) increasingly toward connicts and crises as
resources and sites of exploitation arc appropriated. A danger com-

pounded by the Bush administration's celebration of the coercive apparatus as a tool for the advancement of capitalism.
The in ten ity of thi s developing crisis of imperialism forces Harvey
into a position that disallows any wholesale rejection of capitalism.
Accumulation by dispossession has affinities with Marx's notion of
primitive accumulation and Harvey aligns himself with Marx's oft-critiqued ugge ti on of the productive possibilities inherent in primitive
accumulation. While he does not deny the presence of "new" forms of
exploitation that accompany the insertion of capitalism, the intervention
in so-ca lled primitive communities al o ha the productive effect of
drawing populations out of what Dcleuzc and Guattari call debt relations of'"cruclty" (Anti-Oedipus). Obviously, such a reading depends
upon a certain inve tmcnt in progre sive movements from and a denial
of retrogressive returns to particular late of social being after capitalist
reorganization of socio-spatial relation . Resistances organized against
accumulation by di po c ion have had equally productive effects by
developing new form of political organization (such as the Zapatista
rebellion in Chiapas) that reject trategie of abstraction into a party and
instead form power blocs that remain within the State, thereby centralizing indigenous culture .
iven thi and the present crise of imperialism, Harvey espouses
resistance not in the form of a rejection of capitalism in its entirety but
rather in the form of the creation of a Hnew" New Deal that will potentially stave off the cri i of increa ingly violent imperialist global connicts. While neo-liberali m developed through ever-expanding practices
of accumulation through di po e ion, the emergence of the neo-conscrvative bloc in the U.S. ha coupled thi economic trategy with
increa ingly violent tratcgic of coercion that function a a guarantor
for the continued development of global economic dominance. Given
the con tantly-incrca ing centrality of M iddlc Ea tern oil in both American and Chine e economic , the curTcnt, violent appropriation of Iraqi
oi l reserve by the U.S. threaten to further conflicts of global proportion . In the face of thi , Harvey ' new New Deal recommends some
form or Kcync ian redi tribution that wil l effectively di rupt the aggre sivc territorial appropriation or the military-indu trial complex.
I larvey's recommended utiliza tion or capita lism for the tran formation of the current state or impcriali m doc not ncce ari ly reject the
po ibility of ome eventua l overthrow of capita Ii m it elf. lt doc , however, reveal a marked tran formation from the utopiani m evident in hi
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a networked spatio-temporal world of financial nows of surplus
capital with conglomerations of political and economic power at
key nodal points (New York, London, Tokyo) seek ing either to di perse and absorb the surpluses down productive path more often
than not in long-term projects across a variety of space (from
Bangladesh to Brazil or China), or to use speculative power to rid
the system of overaccumulation by the visitation of crises of deva luation upon vulnerable territories ... Capitalism survives, therefore,
not only through a series of spatio-temporal fixes that absorb the
capital surpluses in productive and constructive ways, but also
through the devaluation and destruction administered as corrective
medicine to what is generall y depicted as the fi sca l pronigacy of
those who borrow. (Harvey, New Imperialism, xx)
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Spaces ofHop e. The escalating coercive violence of the Bush admini tration, combined with the massive scale of inter-imperialist competition invokes a certain caution in The New Imperialism that espouses a
prior scaling-down of viol ence and exploitation before any broader revolutionary overthrow can be actualized. Curi ou ly, it i here that I Iarvey
finds himself most closely aligned with thin ker such a J lardt and
Negri, who also foresee a path to liberation through capita lism and rcappropriation. What is often miss ing fro m both , however, is a certain
scalar dexterity that allows for a certain pictu re of the effects of imperialism's/Empire's power on the ground , on bodies, and on everyday
social life. Harvey is attenti ve to abstract effects upon "populations" and
occasionally invokes resistance movements such as the Zapatistas, but
these are often fl eeting and remain locked in the broad sca le of globa l
abstraction, neglecting what Guattari and Negri refer to as the " human
roots of communism" ( 131 ; sec also Deleuze and Guattari , " Ritournelle" 355). This has frequently also been a critique of J lardt and
Negri 's concept of the "Multitude" (although they arc apparently in the
process of attempting to rectify that probl em; sec I lardt and Negri , Atlultitude). Further, this probl em is compounded by the very rea l pre cnccs
of fi ~ures such as Bush, Cheney, and Rumsfeld in I larvcy's text, that
amphfy the absence of consideration of the affecti ve domains of those
suffering under exploitation a concern central to early Marxist thought
(Marx 84-98).
.
At the same time that he neglects the potenti al affects of imperial1sn: on t~e ~round , however, Harvey turns a needed eye to the question
~f impenahsm at the level of the State apparatus. With the developing
literatures on globalization and Empire, the State appea rs to have fa llen
almost entirely into the background. The New Imperialism suggests, on
the contrary, that attention to the State cannot simply be di scarded in
favor of global organizations such as the World Bank . The materi al
effects of the Bush administration certainly continue to promote the
emer~ion of the ~ l obe in the flows of capitalism, but the dangers have
now increased with the overt uti lization of the coercive arm of the State
apparatus. What is " new" begins to look di sturbingly like the hi story of
the 20th century: capitalism has effectively brought the State back in
and, at the same time, it draws us ever-closer to global con ni ct.
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